In this paper Enhanced Wormhole Optimizer (EWO) algorithm is used to solve optimal reactive power problem. Proposed algorithm based on the Wormholes which exploits the exploration space. Between different universes objects are exchanged through white or black hole tunnels. Regardless of the inflation rate, through wormholes objects in all universes which possess high probability will shift to the most excellent universe. In the projected Enhanced Wormhole Optimizer (EWO) algorithm in order to avoid the solution to be get trapped into the local optimal solution Levy flight has been applied. Projected Enhanced Wormhole Optimizer (EWO) algorithm has been tested in standard IEEE 14, 30, 57,118,300 bus test systems and simulation results show that the EWO algorithm reduced the real power loss efficiently.
INTRODUCTION
For secure and economic operations of power system optimal reactive power problem plays vital role. Several types of techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] have been utilized to solve the problem previously. Conversely many difficulties are found while solving problem due to inequality constraints. Evolutionary techniques [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] are applied to solve the reactive power problem. This paper proposes Enhanced Wormhole Optimizer (EWO) algorithm for solving optimal reactive power problem. Wormhole Optimizer Algorithm is based on the Wormholes which exploit the exploration space. Wormhole tunnel are built for local change in each universe m through most excellent universe then probability of refinement the inflation rate is done through wormholes. Objects are exchanged through tunnels and wormholes objects which possess high probability will shift to the most excellent universe. In the projected Enhanced Wormhole Optimizer (EWO) algorithm in order to avoid the solution to be get trapped into the local optimal solution Levy flight has been applied. Projected Enhanced Wormhole Optimizer (EWO) algorithm has been tested in standard IEEE 14, 30, 57, 118 ,300 bus test systems and simulation results show that the projected algorithm reduced the real power loss effectively.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Objective of the problem is to reduce the true power loss: 
Constraint (Equality)
Constraints (Inequality)
Enhanced Wormhole Optimizer Algorithm
Wormhole Optimizer Algorithm is based on the Wormholes which exploit the exploration space. Through wormholes objects which has high probability will shift to the most excellent universe and it modeled by using roulette wheel selection methodology as follows,
Number of the variables is indicated by "d" and number of universe which is considered as candidate solution is indicated by"n".
Through roulette wheel selection ′ "j"th parameter of the "k"th universe will be chosen, in the "i"th universe "j"th parameter is expressed by , ith universe inflation rate indicated by ( ), ith universe indicated by , 1 ∈ [0,1]. In between two universes wormhole tunnel [16 ,17] are built then the local change for each universe is done by most excellent universe and the elevated probability of refinement the inflation rate through wormholes is done by,
Wormhole existence probability indicated by "w e p", "tr." Indicates the travelling and random denoted by " rand".
During the optimization procedure exploitation has been enhanced as follows,
Wormhole existence probability = w minimum+ current iteration ( In order to improve the local search precisely travelling distance rate will be increased over the iterations as follows,
In the projected Enhanced Wormhole Optimizer (EWO) algorithm in order to avoid the solution to be get trapped into the local optimal solution Levy flight has been applied. Levy flight is a rank of non-Gaussian random procedure whose capricious walks are haggard from Levy stable distribution. Allocation by L(s) ~ |s| -1-β where 0 < ß < 2 is an index. Scientifically defined as,
In terms of Fourier transform Levy distribution defined as
Fresh state is calculated as,
In the projected Enhanced Wormhole Optimizer (EWO) algorithm while generation of new solutions +1 levy flight (y) will be applied,
Levy flight will be applied in the adaptive mode to balance the exploration and exploitation by applying large levy weight initially and final course the weight of the levy will be decreased,
By using Mantegna's algorithm Non-trivial scheme of engendering step size by, Engender arbitrary universes "U" by = { 1 , 2 , . . , . . , } Initialize Wormhole existence probability, travelling distance rate, objective function t = 0
Step b: categorization and reorganize; arrange the universes; universe inflation rate (UI) will be reorganized Step c: Iteration; while t < Maximum iteration Compute universe inflation rate; UI ( ) ; i = 1,2,. . .,n For every universe "Ui"; modernize Wormhole existence probability, travelling distance rate by Wormhole existence probability = w minimum+ current iteration ( w maximum −w minimum maximum iteration ) = 1 − current iteration 1⁄ maximum iteration 1⁄ ; Black hole index value = i Modernize the value "U" by +1 = + ( + ( − ) * ( )) × For every object ; 1 = random (0,1); If 1 < UI(Ui) ; white hole index = roulette wheel selection (-UI); U (black hole index ,j) = SU(white hole index ,j); End if 2 = random (0,1); If 2 < Wormhole existence probability 3 = random (0,1); 4 = random (0,1);
Step d: End; output the optimal solution 4.
SIMULATION RESULTS
At first in standard IEEE 14 bus system [18] the validity of the proposed Enhanced Wormhole Optimizer (EWO) algorithm has been tested, Table 1 shows the constraints of control variables Table 2 shows the limits of reactive power generators and comparison results are presented in Table 3 . Table 4 shows the constraints of control variables, Table 5 shows the limits of reactive power generators and comparison results are presented in Table 6 . Then the proposed Enhanced Wormhole Optimizer (EWO) algorithm has been tested, in IEEE 57 Bus system. Table 7 shows the constraints of control variables, Table 8 shows the limits of reactive power generators and comparison results are presented in Table 9 . Then the proposed Enhanced Wormhole Optimizer algorithm has been tested, in IEEE 118 Bus system. Table 10 shows the constraints of control variables and comparison results are presented in Table 11 . Then IEEE 300 bus system [18] is used as test system to validate the performance of Enhanced Wormhole Optimizer (EWO) algorithm. Table 12 shows the comparison of real power loss obtained after optimization. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper proposed Enhanced Wormhole Optimizer (EWO) algorithm successfully solved the optimal reactive power problems. Between different universes objects are exchanged through white or black hole tunnels. Regardless of the inflation rate, through wormholes objects in all universes which possess high probability will shift to the most excellent universe. In between two universes wormhole tunnel are built then the local change for each universe is done by most excellent universe and the elevated probability of refinement the inflation rate through wormholes. Levy flight has been applied effectively and it leads to the improvement of the quality of solution. Proposed Enhanced Wormhole Optimizer (EWO) algorithm has been tested in standard IEEE 14, 30, 57,118,300 bus test systems and simulation results show that the EWO algorithm reduced the real power loss efficiently. Percentage of real power loss reduction has been enhanced when compared to other standard algorithms.
